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Introduction and Contents
This program is designed for high school students (grades 8-12) who are being introduced to First Nations Studies
or who are studying First Nations as part of the general social studies curriculum. The program Continuity and
Change is designed as a three-part unit, with a classroom introduction, a focused tour of First Nations objects at the
U.B.C. Museum of Anthropology, and a subsequent class focused on the history and continuing impact of the
potlatch, building on information and issues presented in the Museum tour.

Learning Objectives for Students:

• To develop understanding, appreciation, and respect for First Nations
traditions
• To explore First Nations art as total cultural expression
• To develop an understanding of the diversity and continuity of First
Nations social, economic and governance systems.

Lesson 1: Before Your Visit

Page 3

The introductory lesson is organized to maximize the students' visit to MOA and to provide them with basic
background information, which will assist in understanding the issues presented in the tour. Use the included maps
and readings to facilitate this introduction:
• Map: First Nations of British Columbia
• Reading A: Introduction to the First Nations of B.C.
• Reading B: First Nations Stories: A Cultural Context

Lesson 2: Field Trip to the Museum

Page 11

The tour will focus on the theme of continuity and change of local and regional First Nations using recent and historic
Musqueam carvings, objects and photographs from the Kwakwaka'wakw potlatch, a Gitxsan pole from Gitanyow,
Haida poles from Ninstints and the works of Haida artist Bill Reid.
• Outline of Tour and Sample Worksheets

Lesson 3: Follow-up Activity

Page 12

The follow-up lesson further develops the theme of continuity and change by focusing on the historical and
contemporary role of the potlatch in B.C. First Nations communities. Using the suggested video and accompanying
written resources, discussion and assignments, students are encouraged to critically assess the impact of colonization on
this important social, political, and ceremonial institution.
• Study of the NWC Potlatch – First Nations: The Circle Unbroken Video and Teacher’s
Guide (Available through VSB Media Centre)

Additional Resources:

Page 16

• Glossary of Related Terms (Part of the General Program and Visitor Information
package available at www.moa.ubc.ca)
• Recommended Resources
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Lesson 1: Before You Visit
Map Exercise: Diversity of First Nations in British Columbia
Included for this lesson:
Map #1 - First Nations of British Columbia without names
Map #2 - First Nations of British Columbia with names
* Teachers may want to make transparencies of the maps for classroom use.
• Hand out Map #1 to students. Ask students to fill in any names or locations of First Nations

cultural groups, and/or communities. If they know names of peoples e.g. the Nisga'a, but do not
know where to put them on the map, ask them to list the names on the side of the map.

• Once they have written what they know on Map #1, hand out Map #2. Review some of the

names and geographical locations of the homelands of First Nations in British Columbia. Focus
particularly on the four cultural groups which are highlighted in the tour of MOA: the Musqueam,
the Kwakwaka'wakw, the Gitxsan, and the Haida.

• Encourage discussion with students about the number of different First Nations communities in

British Columbia and the resulting diversity in cultural traditions and languages. Relate ideas to
the theme of Continuity and Change.

Reading Assignment:
As homework, assign students the introductory readings provided. Ask students to be prepared to
participate in discussion during their tour of MOA. A glossary is provided in the Resources section.
Teachers can ask students to provide short definitions for the words listed in the glossary or can
provide the completed glossary to students to assist in their comprehension of the reading.

Reading assignments included for this lesson:
A) Introduction to First Nations of B.C.
B) First Nations Stories: A Cultural Context
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Lesson 1: Reading A

Introduction to First Nations of British Columbia
Continuity and Change

As you read through this material, consider the following key questions. What has changed? What has not? What were/are
some of the impacts of colonization?
The First Nations people have lived on this land for over 10,000 years. They have developed a complex social and ceremonial
life, and artistic traditions that people around the world have come to appreciate and respect.

Nations and Territories

Of the eleven major aboriginal language groups in Canada, eight are found in the province of British Columbia. Within these
groups are twenty-nine distinct First Nations languages. However, there are many more differences in dialect and in cultural
practice than such simple categories might imply.
Early European settlers and government officials used language differences to distinguish Native peoples they encountered. As
a result, the names by which we often recognize First Nations bands and nations were imposed upon them by outsiders,
rather than assumed by the people themselves. In recent years, First Nations peoples have been increasingly restoring their
own tribal and territorial names to themselves and their lands, correcting misnomers bestowed upon them many years ago.
As an example of this, the term "Kwakiutl" is the correct name for people in the Kwakiutl Band at Fort Rupert, but for many
years this term was incorrectly applied to all communities in the area who shared the same language (called "Kwakwala").
Today, according to their preference, the term "Kwakwaka'wakw" is used to refer to the several Kwakwala-speaking groups in
Northern B.C., and the term "Kwakiutl" is used only to refer to people who are descended from Fort Rupert.
Note: Wherever possible, in this text and throughout the galleries, the terms preferred by First Nations themselves are used to denote distinct
language groups and cultures. In some cases, however, changes are occurring faster than we at MOA can keep up with them, so we are
constantly updating our maps and references. Let us know if you can contribute to our efforts!

Economy

The Northwest Coast (NWC) offers an environment rich with the resources of land and sea -- specifically, cedar and salmon.
Knowledge of such preservation techniques as drying smoking, and freezing allowed abundant seasonal surpluses to be saved
for use throughout the year. The unique social and artistic achievements of many Northwest Coast peoples might be
attributed to the easy availability of resources. Many First Nations people continue to harvest natural resources, moving from
their permanent homes to long-used temporary camps for the harvesting season. In the past, permanent homes were large
communal dwellings (often called longhouses or bighouses) located in villages that faced a river or the sea. Many modern
communities have since been established on these same sites.
From these home territories, First Nations peoples engaged in local ant inter-nation trade, a commerce that was further
stimulated in the late 18th century by the arrival of European traders. These settlers introduced new manufactured items in
exchange for food, fur, or special commodities such as argillite or abalone.
This initial stimulus of the economy was slowed, however, by the devastating effects of European diseases to Native
populations (specifically smallpox, which came in several waves, and finally spread up the coast and into the BC interior from
Victoria in 1861). By 1929, the Native population had plummeted to less than one-quarter of its original size. Slowly these
numbers have re-stabilized, and in recent decades have increased to their present levels.

Social Structures

Northwest Coast communities are complex, ranked societies, with strong emphasis on clan, lineage, or family groupings.
Social positions and rights to use particular ancestral crests were and continue to be, carefully defined and maintained,
especially by northern groups. The tradition of marking social position, derived through ancestry, by decorating objects of
daily and ceremonial use with conventionalized images remains an important part of NWC First Nations cultures. MOA's
collections include many examples of baskets, bent-boxes, poles, masks, ceremonial objects, and regalia.
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Feasts and potlatches (see below) also remain important aspects of contemporary NWC First Nations societies. As did their
ancestors, individuals and families use these occasions to reaffirm kinship ties and social ranking through the public
presentation and transfer of hereditary rights and privileges such as land, property, songs, names, stories, and dances. Other
ceremonies express human obligation to greater spiritual powers.

The Kwakwa'wakw Potlatch

Potlatches served -- and continue to serve -- important social, ceremonial, and economic functions within many Northwest
Coast First Nations. The word potlatch means to "to give". It comes from the Chinook, a trade jargon term used in the
Northwest Coast.
The description which follows applies primarily to the Kwakwa'wakw potlatch, though similar characteristics are found in
other coastal cultures. Potlatches are held to commemorate important events in the lives of individuals, families, and
communities. The transfer of family property and privileges connected with events such as births, marriages, and deaths must
be witnessed properly. In Northwest Coast cultures, not only objects and property, but also names, songs, dances, and their
associated stories are owned by families. The right to use them has to be recognized by the community as a whole.
When someone holds a potlatch, guests are invited to be witnesses. The witnesses are given gifts to validate the host and the
host's family claims. Traditionally, potlatches lasted for weeks, even months; nowadays they are usually held over a weekend.
Potlatches or feasts might be conducted at the time of a pole-raising, or when novice dancers are being initiated into various
societies. These events provide a way of confirming status, and serve as a method of record-keeping in cultures which
traditionally did not have a written language.
In 1884, potlatches were made illegal and anyone caught participating in one could serve 2-6 months in prison and possibly
be forced to surrender their potlatch regalia (including masks, blankets, bentwood boxes, etc.). The Canadian government
outlawed potlatches due to lack of understanding about its central cultural and economic significance to NWC peoples, and
also due to pressure from missionaries who wanted to convert Native peoples to Christianity. It wasn't until 1951 that First
Nations peoples were once again legally allowed to conduct and participate in these ceremonies.
Like all social practices, the potlatch is subject to innovation and change. Associated with both status and heritage, the
potlatch was once the focus of the economic and legal systems of the Northwest Coast First Nations. Today, the basic features
and importance of the potlatch remain, but the form and content have been adapted to changing social, economic and
political environments.

Technology and Artistry

NWC peoples' highly-developed fishing technologies have long been matched by their skill in woodworking, painting,
basketry, and weaving. Today, these arts and technologies have taken on new roles in a wider context, as objects of fine art
and statements of cultural identity recognizable throughout the world. First Nations artists' sculptural and decorative arts are
becoming as highly valued by museums, galleries, and collectors, as they are by First Nations themselves. They also represent
the continuing vitality of First Nations communities and organizations.

Totem Poles

All full-size poles on the Northwest Coast are carved from red cedar trees because of the desirable qualities of this wood: it is
easy to carve, it doesn't warp, it grows tall and straight, it is highly insect and disease resistant, and it smells good! Yellow
cedar is also used, but generally for smaller carvings, or to form laminated blocks from which larger sculptures may be carved.
Bill Reid's "The Raven and the First Men" sculpture began this way, as a huge block of wood composed of 106 planks of
laminated yellow cedar!
Totem poles were and are erected for different reasons, and as different kinds of freestanding or architectural forms. House
posts are carved posts supporting the main beams of a house; house frontal poles stand against the front of the house and
usually contain an opening used as a doorway. Mortuary poles are erected in honour of a person who has died, and memorial
poles are raised to commemorate important occasions or events in the lives of families and communities. Sculpted welcome
figures stand on village beaches to welcome guests arriving by canoe. Two such contemporary figures (one by Joe David, the
other by Susan Point) now stand outside the museum.
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Raising Totem Poles

All full-size poles on the Northwest Coast are carved from red cedar trees because of the desirable qualities of this type of
wood. It is easy to carve, it doesn't warp, it grows tall and straight, it is highly insect and disease resistant. Yellow cedar is also
used, but generally for smaller carvings, or to form laminated blocks from which larger sculptures can be made.
Totem poles were and continue to be erected for different reasons and they function as different kinds of freestanding or
architectural forms. House posts are carved posts that support the main beams of a house. House frontal poles stand against
the front of the house. Mortuary poles are erected in honour of a person who has died, and memorial poles are raised to
commemorate important occasions or events in the lives of families and communities. Sculpted welcome figures stand on
village beaches to welcome guests arriving by canoe. Two such contemporary figures (one by Joe David, the other by Susan
Point), now stand outside the museum.

Joe David's Welcome Figure

This towering welcome figure greets visitors to the museum. It was carved in 1984 by Nuu-chah-nulth artist Joe David and
assistant Loren White. Although most welcome figures are located on beaches to greet visitors, this one was created for a
different purpose --to support the Nuu-chah-nulth people's fight to save part of their homeland, Meares Island, from logging.

Susan Point's Ancestor Figure

This figure stands over 25 feet tall, and it is also situated near the entrance to the museum. It is particularly appropriate that
this piece by Musqueam artist Susan Point rests here, since the museum is built on traditional Musqueam territory. The figure
itself holds a fisher, which has the ability to carry both positive and negative powers. Its head is decorated with celestial
images, and the u-shaped channel above it would have been used to secure one end of a roof beam. The image at the base of
the figure welcomes people from around the world.

Understanding Totem Poles

Poles are erected by families as declarations of their ancestral heritage, and most poles display figures from the histories of the
families who own them. This heritage is represented by human, animal, and composite life forms borrowed from nature and
then transformed into art according to the family's wishes and the artist's talents.
Some of these natural forms --- notably frog, beaver, raven, wolf, bear, eagle, and human -- can be easily recognized and are
associated with particular families and clans. To recognize them, however, is not to "read" a pole, as poles reflect complex
family and community histories.
As is true of all great art, totem poles and other NWC First Nations sculptures can be enjoyed without knowledge of the
cultural context, yet a full appreciation of these works comes only through understanding of the rich social, political and
cultural environments within which they were made.
Since the 1950's there has been a renewal of interest in First Nations carving, with totem poles once again being erected in
villages and elsewhere. New generations of carvers are recreating and reinterpreting the traditional art forms. Outside the
museum are a number of outstanding poles carved by such contemporary First Nations artists as Norman Tait (Nisga'a),
Mungo Martin (Kwakwaka'wakw), Bill Reid (Haida), Jim Hart (Haida), Walter Harris (Gitxsan), Doug Cranmer
(Kwakwaka'wakw), and Susan Point (Musqueam).

The Raven and the First Men

Haida artist Bill Reid created this yellow cedar carving in 1980. This massive sculpture tells one version of a Haida origin
story, in which Raven discovers a giant clamshell on the beach at Rose Spit, on Haida Gwaii (Queen Charlotte Islands) out of
which emerge (with varying degrees of curiosity) the first Haida men.

Terms and descriptions compiled by Jennifer Webb, Communications Manager, MOA, 1999.
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Lesson 1: Reading B

First Nations Stories: A Cultural Context
Storytelling may well be the oldest of the arts. In all societies, and during all periods of history, people have relied on stories
to serve a variety of purposes:
(a) to instruct younger people about important knowledge
(b) to dramatize important social and psychological issues
(c) to state publicly important truths about their past to themselves and others
First Nations in British Columbia continue to attribute great importance to stories passed by word of mouth from generation
to generation. In museums, we are aware that many of the objects at MOA can be understood better when we know
something about the stories behind their creation. But we also know that First Nations consider some stories to be owned by
family groups and permit them to be told only by designated owners. While it may not be appropriate to tell stories publicly
at the museum without permissions, there are other ways to understand the importance of these stories.
By understanding something about the people who made, used and continue to use these objects, our appreciation of the
objects can be enriched. Four themes come up repeatedly in discussions of Northwest Coast object and culture. These same
themes instruct us about the use of stories and narratives -- known as oral tradition.
1. Wealth:

Environmental abundance on the Northwest Coast (salmon, whales, marine life) has long permitted
Northwest Coast peoples to accumulate wealth and to trade. Wealthy families have supported
specialists who, in turn, transformed cedar into manufactured objects-- houses, canoes, boxes, rattles,
screens, masks, whistles, headdresses, totem poles and more. Woodcarving on the coast is
unsurpassed in the world.
Wealth in these communities consists of more than tangible objects: it includes songs, narratives,
names, dances and crests. It is important to understand that this intangible wealth is owned, just as
physical objects are owned.

2. Family:

Family relationships are fundamentally important in aboriginal communities. On the Northwest
Coast, closely related groups of people once lived together in great plank houses. Even though they may now
live in separate houses, family groups consider themselves to be members of named, corporate groups,
owning wealth and territories in common. First Nations maintain that the songs, the stories, the names, the
crests, the dances and the material culture (like that we may see in museums) provide the proof of ownership
and the deed of ownership to territories they own in common.

3. Narrative:

There are two kinds of narratives on the Northwest coast, though they often blend one with another:
(1) those told by members of many different coastal First Nations, especially the stories of
transformers or tricksters (e.g. Raven stories)
(2) those that are the property of a specific family or individual which tells of family origins, of the
wandering of ancestors, of the settling of ancestors and their claims to their territories, and the
acquisition of powers that belong to particular families. Both kinds tell about how the world as
we know it was created and how it came to be the way it is. This time of origins and
transformations continues to be re-created and re-enacted through artistic activity, narrative, and
ceremony in order to keep the past alive. The poles that families erect, the narratives they tell,
the crests they wear, and the songs and dances they perform provide the fundamental evidence -to themselves and to outsiders -- of who they are. For this reason, it is crucial that they not be
used, told, or performed by people who do not have the right to do so.

4. Ceremonies: Ceremonies provide an opportunity to display property, to raise poles, to tell family histories, and to restate
and re-enact claims to stories, songs, territories, and poles. By receiving gifts, guests become witnesses whose
presence confirms the ownership of property and privilege displayed by the families. Ceremony is a way of
re-enacting relations between animals and humans, between groups of people, and between different families
who share a community.
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Lesson 2: Field Trip to the Museum of Anthropology
The Museum of Anthropology is housed in a spectacular building with extensive collections of masks,
poles, baskets and other cultural objects from all over the world. It is perhaps best known for its collections
from the First Nations of British Columbia. This tour is designed to focus on a limited number of cultural
groups and therefore if teachers or students wish to see more aspects of the Museum collection, they will
need to allot more time than the 1.5 hours slotted for this program. A full tour of the Museum's First
Nations collection is not part of this program.
Before visiting the Museum it is important that you discuss with your students appropriate behaviour, and
outline what they can expect on their visit.
We recommend that you download the School Programs Information For Teachers .pdf from our website,
which contains location, facility, and contact information.

Guidelines for Supervisors:

• Maintain control of your group at all times. Students who are

behaving in any way which may jeopardize the collection or
the well-being of other visitors will be asked to leave by
Museum personnel.

• Objects in the Museum may not be touched. There are a few objects

that can be gently touched. The Education Volunteer leading your
class will point these out.

• Drawing is encouraged in the Museum, but only pencils and pencil

crayons are permitted. Oil, wax, water or charcoal-based materials are
not permitted.

• Coats, lunches and backpacks must be stored in the coin return

lockers or the storage bins provided. Upon arrival, MOA personnel
will show you where these are. Students and teachers should carry
any cash or valuables in their pockets. MOA is not responsible for
lost or stolen goods.

Thanks for your cooperation!
Gwilyn Timmers
Bookings Coordinator
(604) 822-4643
bookings@moa.ubc.ca
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Lesson 2: Field Trip to the Museum of Anthropology
Outline of Tour
Upon arrival at the Museum your class will be met by two Education Volunteers and divided into two
groups. The Education Volunteers will tour students through the Museum focusing on four cultural areas
and the theme of continuity and change.
The four tour stops are:
1) Georgia Straits Region
In this area the emphasis will be on the Musqueam Nation upon whose ancestral lands the
Museum is built. The function of traditional longhouse and houseboards will be introduced as well
as the reinterpretation of houseboards and welcome figures by contemporary Musqueam artist
Susan Point.
2) Kwakwaka'wakw Potlatch
Students will be introduced to the Kwakwaka'wakw potlatch as a social, economic, and legal
institution. The impact of historical legislations and contemporary government politics - including
brief introduction to the land claim issues will also be discussed. The tour will view and discuss
older objects in the Museum collection which were used in the Kwakwaka'wakw potlatch.
3) Poles in the Great Hall
Students will be introduced to the purposes of the poles -- historic and contemporary -- and be
given specific information on how some of the Haida, Gitxsan, and Kwakwaka'wakw poles were
brought to the Museum. A discussion of the impact of colonization on the Haida will focus on the
Ninstints village and the poles collected from this World Heritage Site. Kwakwaka'wakw Master
carver Mungo Martin and his important role in the recording of his cultural heritage will be
introduced.
4) The Raven and the First Men
Students will view this masterpiece by Haida artist Bill Reid and be encouraged through discussion
to consider the role of the artist on the Northwest Coast, from both historical and contemporary
perspectives.
Conclusion:
Following the tour, there will be an open discussion, question period and a worksheet assignment. Please
ensure that you have photocopied enough worksheets for your class.
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Lesson 2: MOA Visit Worksheet
MOA Visit Worksheet

First Nations in B.C.:
An Exploration of Cultural Continuity and Change

NAME
SCHOOL
TEACHER
DATE

Answer the three questions below (use the reverse side for notes):
1. In the Visible Storage area find cases of the Coast First Nations collection. Note Nations’ names on the
upper left corner of the display cases. How did these pieces come to be in the museum? What occurred
with the coming of the Europeans that caused First Nations traditional items to be sold, collected, or given
and stored away from their home communities?

2. In the Great Hall and Upper Ramp, study the carving on large cedar pieces from the following three
nations and briefly describe their distinctive styles.
A. Musqueam (Houseboard #A50004) Top of Upper Ramp

B. Kwakwaka’wakw (Poles, Houseposts on Ramp and at Foot of Great Hall)

C. Haida (Poles, Houseposts on Ramp and left side of Great Hall)

3. In Gallery 3, “Gathering Strength”, locate the two-piece, yellow cedar sculpture by Eric Robertson entitled
“Shaking the Crown’s Bones." Read his words on the white banner and study the two gray labels beside
the artwork. What is this artwork about? What current First Nations issues does it refer to?
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Lesson 2: MOA Visit Worksheet - ANSWER KEY
MOA Visit Worksheet

First Nations in B.C.:
An Exploration of Cultural Continuity and Change
1. In the Visible Storage area find cases of the Coast First Nations collection. Note Nations’ names on the
upper left corner of the display cases. How did these pieces come to be in the museum? What occurred
with the coming of the Europeans that caused First Nations traditional items to be sold, collected, or given
and stored away from their home communities?
ANSWER: Drastic population decline, death of leader and artists, many villages emptied.
Children to residential schools, taught European cultural values. Potlatch ban 1884-1951,
legal threat to tradition, jail, confiscation, MOA seen as a trustee, safekeeping, First Nation
access: study, research.
2. In the Great Hall and Upper Ramp, study the carving on large cedar pieces from the following three
nations and briefly describe their distinctive styles.
A. Musqueam (Houseboard #A50004) Top of Upper Ramp
ANSWER: Ancestor figures, realistic proportions, deep carving, paint
B. Kwakwaka’wakw (Poles, Houseposts on Ramp and at Foot of Great Hall)
ANSWER: Heavily painted, additions to poles of beaks, hands, wings, deeply carved, separate
sections for each figure, slightly smaller in girth than Haida poles
C. Haida (Poles, Houseposts on Ramp and at left side of Great Hall)
ANSWER: Exaggerated proportion (heads to bodies) flat in profile, overlapping and
interwining of figures, little paint, large cedar trees, few projections
3. In Gallery 3, “Gathering Strength”, locate the two-piece, yellow cedar sculpture by Eric Robertson entitled
“Shaking the Crown’s Bones." Read his words on the white banner and study the two gray labels beside
the artwork. What is this artwork about? What current First Nations issues does it refer to?
ANSWER: The long and ongoing First Nations’ struggle to reclaim sovereignty over ancestral
lands, rights given them in the Royal Proclamation of 1762, by George III of England, but
not adhered to in the past. (Read this proclamation on the sculpture itself.) Note: court cases
that have occurred affirming First Nation rights, and the current treaty negotiations in B.C.
that are dealing with past legal rights.
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Lesson 3: Follow-up Activity
Contact the VSB Media Centre at http://media.vsb.ca or 604-713-5188 to borrow the video:
First Nations, The Circle Unbroken, Volume 3 and Teacher’s Guide, 60mins. Call number: VIT 18-07.290
Chapter 1 (22mins.) "Potlatch" provides a history of potlatching on the West Coast of British Columbia
and government legislation against it.
After viewing the video, use the suggested Questions and Activities from the Teacher’s Guide (pages 31-34)
to generate discussion and/or assignments. Recall information delivered by the Museum tour guide to
relate the video to some of the Kwakwaka'wakw potlatch-related objects and exhibit panels studied on your
visit.
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Resources: Glossary of Related Terms
The Glossary is part of the School Programs Information for Teachers Package and may be downloaded from
www.moa.ubc.ca/programs.
The Glossary is divided into two sections:
• Terms Related to School Programs
• Terms Related to First Nations Issues
High-school students can use the First Nations Issues glossary as a starting point for further research into recent
land claims, rights, residential schools, government policies, etc.
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Resources: Recommended Resources
General First Nations Information:
MOA Website
• www.moa.ubc.ca

Online Sourcebooks
• The Raven and the First Men
• The Honour of One is the Honour of All
• Whittling for Living: Doug Cranmer’s Work

Video
• The Circle Unbroken Series (#1-7), National Film Board, 1993. VSB Medianet VIT18-07.288

Curriculum Guides
• Shared Learnings: Integrating B.C. Aboriginal Content K-10, 1999. Ministry of Education Office Products
#RB0091. (Order through Ministry Office Products Centre).

Readings
• Halpin, Marjorie. Totem Poles: An Illustrated Guide. Vancouver: Museum of Anthropology Note #3, 1981. MOA
Shop and VPL 709.7 H19t
• Jensen, D. and P. Sargent. Robes of Power: Totem Poles on Cloth. Vancouver: Museum Anthropology Note #17,
1986. MOA Shop and VPL 707.7 j54r
• Johnson., E. and K. Bernick. Hands of Our Ancestors: The Revival of Salish Weaving at Musqueam. Vancouver:
Museum of Anthropology Note #16, 1986. MOA Shop and VPL 746.1 J66L
• MacDonald, George. Ninstints: Haida World Heritage Site. Vancouver: Museum of Anthropology Note #12,
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